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Abstract 
In this project, we address the question: When can a polynomial p(x, y) of 
two variables be factored as p(x, y) = f(x)g(y), where f and g are polynomi-
als of one variable. We answer this question, using linear algebra, and create 
a Mathematica program wh
ich carries out this factorization. For example, 
We then generalize this concept and ask: When can p(x, y) be written as 
p(x,y) = JI(x)g2(Y) + h(x)g2(Y) + · · · + fr(x)gr(y), 
where IJ, gi are polynomials? This can certainly be done (for large enough 
r). What is the minimum such r? Again, we have a Mathematica program 
which carries out this computation. For example, 
We generalize this further to larger number of variables (with an appropriate 
Mathematica program to carry out this computation). We then apply this 
and consider the domains of convergence of certain types of real analytic 
functions and try to relate the domain of convergence with the rank of the 
polynomial. 
This paper is part of the requirem'ents for honors in mathematics. The 
signatures below, by the advisor, a departmental reader, and a representa-
tive of the departmental honors committee, demonstrate that Radoslaw L. 
Stefanski has met all the requirements needed to receive honors in mathe-
matics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
If JR(x] is the set of all polynomials with real coefficients, then the standard fac-
torization of a polynomial p E JR[x], is derived from a theorem in abstract algebra1 . 
This theorem states that p E JR[x] can be written as, 
p(x) = v1(x) 81 • • ·Vn(x)•n, 
where s; EN and v;(x), · · · , vn(x) are irreducible (i.e., they cannot be non-trivially 
factored further as products of elements of JR[x]). 
Moreover, if JR[x, y] is the set of all polynomials in x andy with real coefficients, 
a similar theorem from abstract algebra states that every polynomial, p E JR[x, y], 
can be written as, 
p(x,y) = v1(x,y)"1 • ··Vn(x,y)"n, 
where s; EN and v;(x, y), · · · , vn(x, y) are irreducible in the same sense as above. 
We are interested in a different type of factorization of elements in JR[x, yj. If 
p E JR[x, y], we wish to write 
p(x, y) = f(x)g(y), 
where f E JR[x] and g E JR[y] but f and g are not necessarily irreducible in JR[x] 
and JR[y] respectively (we are not concerned about further factorization off and g). 
Although unconventional, this form of factorization has been seen before. The 
separable (but not necessarily polynomial) solutions to certain differential or partial 
differential equations such as the Laplace equation, 
Ll.u = 0 
or the wave equation, 
Uxx- Uyy = 0, 
are exactly of this form 
u(x, y) = f(x)g(y). 
Another factorization problem appears in Fourier analysis in the following form: 
Suppose that u a is bounded function on the unit circle with a complex Fourier 
series, 
n=-co 
where u(n) = 2~ J;" u(e'9 )e-m9 d8 are the Fourier coefficients of u. When can we 
write 
u=jg, 
where f and g are bounded on the circle, and 
(X) 
f"' L fcn)em9 
n=O 
and (X) 
g,..... L g(-n)e-m9 
n=O 
lcallian, J., Contempomry Abstract Algebra, 1998, Houghton Mifflin College Division, Boston. 
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are bounded functions? A theorem of Bourgain2 states that this is possible if and 
only if 1" log lf(e'11 )(dB > -oo. 
The above polynomial factorization can be generalized to n dimensions. If p E 
JR[x1, · · · , Xn], we wish to write 
p(xl, · · · ,xn) = ft(xl) · · · fn(xn), 
where fi E JR(x;] but the f;'s need not be necessarily irreducible in JR(x;]. We for-
mulate an algorithm to factor such polynomials and create a Mathematica program 
to carry out the computations. 
We generalize the above factorization method by assuming p E lRoo [x, y], by 
which we mean the set of formal power series, 
00 
p(x,y) = L an,mXnym. 
n,m=O 
After reviewing some basic notions about the domains of convergence of the 
formal power series, we will focus on the following problem. For a given p E 
lR00 [x,y], when can we write 
p(x,y) = Pl(x)ql(y), 
where Pl E lR00 (x] and q1 E lR00 (y]? We also generalize to factorizations of the form 
r 
p(x,y) = LPi(x)qj(y), 
j=l 
where Pi E lR00 (x] and qj E.lRoo [y]. Such functions are called functions of finite rank. 
We then go on to determine the domain of convergence of such functions and explore 
the relationship between the rank and the domain of convergence. 
2Bourgain, J, A Problem of Douglas and Rudin, Pacific Journal of Mathematics, (1986), 121, 
pp. 47-50. 
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2. FACTORIZATION OF POLYNOMIALS IN TWO DIMENSIONS 
We begin our examination of factorizing polynomials with some basic definitions. 
Definition 2.1. The degree of a polynomial, p(x, y) = ao,o + ... + am,nxmyn is the 
highest power of x or y with non-zero coefficients. 
Example 2.2. 
(1) deg(2 + x + x2 ) = 2 
(2) deg(2 + x 2y + xy) = 2 
(3) deg(x6 y2 + y 4x5 ) = 6 
The notation in Definition 2.1 is not quite standard since others define the degree 
to be the highest number m + n. So for example, others define the degree of 
p(x, y) = xy as 2, while we define it to be one. This non-standard notation will 
make things easier for us later on. 
Definition 2.3. We say a polynomial p(x, y) is of rank one if and only if p(x, y) = 
P1(x)p2(Y), where P1,P2 are polynomials. 
Definition 2.4. For a polynomial 
p(x,y) = 2.:: a;,jxiyi 
09,j$;n 
of degree n we define the coefficient matrix C(p) to be the (n+ 1) x (n+ 1) matrix 
whose i,jth entry is ai,j· Hence, 
Recall from basic linear algebra, that the set of linear combinations of the column 
vectors of a n x m matrix A, is called the column space of A. Similarly, the set of 
all linear combinations of the row vectors is called the row space of A. The rank of 
a matrix, is the dimension of the column or row spaces, which, by a well known 
fact from linear algebra are the same3 . 
Theorem 2.5. A polynomial p(x, y) is of rank one if and only if C(p) is of rank 
one. 
Proof. Suppose, p(x, y) = Pl (x)p2(y). Then, since tJw function pis of degree n, the 
functions Pl and P2 must each be of at most degree n. Hence, p1 = 2:::~=0 b;xi and 
P2 = I:}=ociyi for some constants b; and Cj where i,j E {0,1,··· ,n}. Hence, if 
this factorization is possible, we write: 
3Strong, G., Introduction to Linear Algebra, 1998, Wellesley Cambridge, Boston. 
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p(x,y) = 
O:'Oi,j:'On 
n n 
c:L: b;xi)(L: Cjyi) 
i=O j=O 
L b;cixiyi 
O$i,j:'On 
For= to be satisfied and hence for factorization to be possible, it is clear that we 
must set the coefficients of x andy in p(x, y) equal to the coefficients of p1 (x)p2(y). 
Hence, 
ao,o boco 
a1,0 b1co 
Or, simplifying this notation with matrices we can write: 
Notice however, that each subsequent column in 
is a multiple of the first column; that is, the matrix is of rank one. 
The above argument can be reversed and so we can conclude that p is of rank one 
exactly when the corresponding coefficient matrix, C(p), is of rank one. 0 
Let us now try a simple example to demonstrate this theorem. 
Example 2.6. Factor the polynomial, 
p(x, y) = 8 + 12y + 16y2 - 4x- 6xy- 8xy2 + 6x2 + 9x2y + 12x2 y2 
as p(x, y) = Pl(x)p2(y), if possible. 
First, let us write down the coefficient matrix of the above polynomial. 
( 
8 12 16 ) 
c = -4 -6 -8 
6 9 12 
(Notice that deg(p) = 2, and so C(p) is a 3 x 3 matrix). Next, we column reduce 
the matrix C to, 
Ccr = ( -\ ' ~ ~· ) 
l 0 0 
4 
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But this means that C is a rank one matrix. So, according to the previous theorem 
we can factor the polynomial p(x, y). 
Notice, that since the matrix C is of rank one, each column in that matrix can 
be written as a product of a constant and the basis column vector, in the following 
fashion: 
12 
-6 
9 
-8 = 8(-~) 16 ) ( 8(1) 
12 8(~) 
12(1) 
12(-~) 
12(~) 
16(1) ) 16(-~) 
16(~) 
But we have already seen this in the previous theorem: 
We can thus use this to solve for for the b; 's and ·c; 's This means that: 
b0 =1 ca=8 
1 
b1 = -2 c1 = 12 
3 
b2 = 4 C2 = 16 
Finally using these values we can come up with the factorized expression, 
p(x, y) = 8 + 12y + 16y2 - 4x- 6xy- 8y2 
+6x2 + 9x2 + 12x2y2 
(bo + b1x + b2x2)(co + c1y + c2y2) 
1 3 
(1- 2x + 4x
2 )(8 + 12y + 16y2) 
The following is an alternate characterization of rank one polynomials involving 
partial differential equations. 
Theorem 2. 7. Suppose p(x, y) has no zeros. Then p is rank one if and only if 
By (8;P) = 0 
Proof. (=?): Suppose, 
p(x,y) = Pl(x)p2(y). 
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Then, 
OxP P!(x)p2(Y) P!(x) 
P = Pt(x)p2(Y) = Pt(x)" 
Hence substituting Pt (x)/Pt (x) for 8xpfp, 
0 (8xp) =a (P!(x)) =D 
Y p Y Pt(x) 
and so 
C<=): If 
Integrating the above equation in terms of y, we obtain: 
OxP = q(x) 
p 
for some function q. Next, we integrate the above expression in terms of x. 
J {);p dx = J q(x)dx 
And so, 
lnp(x, y) = G(x) + H(y) 
Where, G'(x) = q(x). 
Exponentiating both sides of this expression we get, 
p(x,y) = eG(x)+H(y) 
Hence 
But this is only, 
where Pt(x) = eG(x) and Pz(y) = eH(y). Note that since p(x,y) is a polynomial, 
then Pl and P2 are also polynomials. But this means that p(x, y) is ofrank 1. 0 
Example 2.8. Consider the polynomial p(x, y) = -1- 3x- x2 + y + 3xy + x 2 y + 
2y2 + 6xy2 + 2x2y2. Note that, 
OxP -3 - 2x + 3y + 2xy + 6y2 + 4xy2 
p = -1 - 3x - x2 + y + 3xy + x2y + 2y2 + 6xy2 + 2x2y2 
After some calculation, 
= 
= 
-3 - 2x + 3y + 2xy + 6y2 + 4xy2 
-1 - 3x - x2 + y + 3xy + x2y + 2y2 + 6xy2 + 2x2y2 
(3 + 2x)(1 + y)( -1 + 2y) 
(1 + 3x + x2)(1 + y)(-1 + 2y) 
(3 + 2x) 
(1 + 3x + x2) 
So now, we see that Bxpfp is a function only in terms of x. Hence, 
According to our theorem, p(x, y) is of rank one. 
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Is it possible to say something about polynomials of rank not equal one? Is it 
possible to factor such polynomials and if so, in what way? In order to answer these 
questions, we define the general rank of a polynomial. 
Definition 2.9. We say that a polynomial pis of rank r if and only if there exits 
an integer r > 0 such that, 
r 
p(x,y) = 'I~J;(x)g;(y), 
i=l 
where f;,g; are polynomials, and if r is the smallest integer to satisfy this condition. 
To see why we require r to be the smallest integer to satisfy the above condition, 
consider the following example. 
Example 2.10. Let p(x,y) = xy- xy. Notice that if we do not require r to be 
minimum, the rank of p is 2. In fact, if we try to loosen the definition, the rank of 
p can be any positive integer just by adding (xy- xy) = 0 top. The correct way 
to calculate the rank of p, is to notice that p(x, y) = 0 and hence that the rank of 
pis zero. 
Notice also, that this definition of rank, extends and complements the earlier 
definition of a rank one polynomial. . 
Theorem 2.11. A polynomial p(x, y) is of rank r if and only if the corresponding 
coefficient matrix, C(p), is of rank r. 
Proof. If r = 1, 
p(x, y) = Pl (x)qt (y) 
This however is simply the rank one case, which we have proved above. Therefore, 
we assume that r 2: 2. 
(-¢=): We assume that C, the coefficient matrix of p(x,y), is of rank r. By the 
definition of the rank of a matrix, C must have r basis vectors - that is, each column 
of the matrix C, taken 'as a vector, is a linear combination of given r column vectors. 
Let us assume, that these r column vectors are: 
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From the definition of the rank of a matrix, we know that C can be written as: 
where each entry represents column in C and n indicates the number of columns 
in the coefficient matrix and the c; 's are real numbers. 
Notice now that C can be separated in the following way 
C ( ciu1+···+cJ:ur c;ul+ .. ·+c~ur) 
( ciu1 c;u1 ) + .. · + ( cJ:ur I C~Ur ) 
r L( ciu; 
i=l 
Each ( ci u; I c~ u; ) is a rank one matrix, since each column is a_ 
linear combination of the first column. Hence, we use each rank one matrix, 
( ci u; c~u; ) , and Theorem 2.5 to conclude that that matrix cor-
responds to a polynomial that can be factored into the product of one variable 
polynomials, p;(x)q;(y). But since Cis a sum of r such matrices, we conclude that, 
r 
p(x,y) = LP;(x)q;(y). 
i=l 
Since r is minimal, then pis of rank r. 
,( =>): The proof in this direction is almost identical to the one presented above. 
We begin by assuming, 
r 
p(x, y) = LP;(x)q;(y). 
i=l 
Since p is a sum of r rank 1 polynomials, each of those polynomials can be rep-
resented by a rank one matrix. This means that the coefficient matrix C, can be 
written as a sum of r rank one matrices. We write, 
r 
c L ( ciu; 
i=l 
clu1 c;ul ) + .. · + ( cJ:ur I 
= ( ciu1 +· · · + cJ:ur I I c;ul + .. · + c~ur ) , 
where the u; 's are simply basis vectors and ci's are constants. 
Each column of C is hence a linear combination of the r basis vectors, 
Hence C is a rank r matrix. 0 
Let us now consider an example of the above theorem. 
Example 2.12. Let p(x, y) = 1 + y2 + xy + xy2 . Let's use the above theorem to 
So, 
(1) find its coefficient matrix C 
(2) find the basis vectors of C 
(3) find the rank ofp(x,y) 
(4) find p(x,y)'s factorization. 
(1) 
(2) Notice, that C can be written as, 
( 
1 0 1 ) ( 0 C= 0 0 0 + 0 
0 0 0 0 
11 
0 0) 
1 1 
0 0 
It is now easy to see, that the (column) basis vector of the first matrix is 
( ~ ) and that of the "'oond makb< ;, ( ! ) . Hence, the b.W• fo< the 
eolumn >pace of C ;,, { ( ~ ).( ! ) } 
(3) Since the basis contains two vectors, we know that the rank of C (and hence 
ofp) is 2. 
(4) To solve this, either use Theorem 2.5, or- due to the easiness of the exam-
ple- simply regroup p(x,y). So, 
We leave this section with an open question. Recall that a non-zero polynomial, 
p(x,y), is of rank one if and only if 
8y ( a;p) = 0. 
Is there a partial differential equation that if satisfied, is necessary and sufficient 
for a polynomial to be of rank r? 
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3. AN INTRODUCTION TO REAL ANALYTIC FUNCTION 
We now wish to generalize the above results for polynomials, p(x, y), to real 
analytic functions 
00 
f(x,y) = L am,nXmyn. 
m,n=O 
Before doing this however, we need to address the issue of convergence of these 
expressions. We begin with some standard results of single variable real analytic 
functions4• 
The formal expression, 
00 
Lai(x-aY 
j=O 
with either real or complex constant a1 's, is called a power series on the real line 
R We usually take the coefficients ai to be real and there is no loss of generality in 
doing so. Before much can be done with this function, it is necessary to determine 
the nature of the set on which the power series converges. 
Proposition 3.1. Assume that the power series 
00 I:a1(x-a)i 
j=O 
converges at the value x = c. Let R = !c- a!. Then the series converges uniformly 
and absolutely on compact subsets of I= {x: !x- a!< R}. 
Proof. We may take the compact subset of I to be K = [a - s, a+ s] for some 
number 0 < s < r. For x E K it then holds that 
~~aj(x-a)il = ~~aj(c-a)ii·J;=:Ij 
In the sum on the right, the first expression in absolute values is bounded by some 
constant C (by the convergence hypothesis). The quotient in absolute values is not 
bigger than L = ~ < 1. The series on the right is thus dominated by 
00 I:c-£i. 
j=O 
Hence, this geometric series converges. So, by the Weierstrass M-test5 , the original 
series converges absolutely and uniformly on K. 0 
The above theorem says that the domain of convergence of a power series must 
be an interval. This interval may be bounded, as in the power series 2: xn, or 
unbounded, as in the power series 2: xn fn!. 
Definition 3.2. The set on which 
00 
Lai(x-a)i 
j=O 
4 Krantz, S. G. and Parks, H. R., A primer of real analytic functions. Second edition. Birkhuser 
Advanced Texts: Basel Textbooks, Boston. · 
5 Gaughan, E., Introduction to Analysis, 1998, Brooks-Cole, New York. 
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converges is an interval centered about a. This interval is termed the interval of 
convergence. The series will converge absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets 
of the interval of convergence. The radius of convergence of the interval is defined 
to be half its length. ' 
We remind the reader of the following useful theorem of Hadamard6 . 
Theorem 3.3. If R is the radius of convergence of 
then, 
1 
R=. ,. 
hmsupn-oo lanl" 
Whether convergence holds at the end points of the interval of convergence needs 
to be determined on case by case basis. 
Definition 3.4. A function j, where f: U ~ lR--> JR, is said to be real analytic at 
a if the function f may be expressed as a power series on some interval of positive 
radius centered at a: 
00 
f(x) = 2: aj(X- a)i. 
j=O 
We say the function is real analytic on V ~ U if it is real analytic at each a E V. 
Next, we present without proof the basic properties of real analytic functions. 
Proposition 3.5. Let, 
00 
j(x) = L>i(x- a)i 
j=O 
and 
00 
g(x) = l:bj(x-a)i 
i=O 
be two power series defining the junctions f(x) and g(x) on the open intervals of 
convergence C1 and C2 respectively. Then, on their common domain, C = C1 n C2, 
it holds that, 
(1) f(x) ± g(x) = 2.':~0 (aj ± bj)(x- a)i 
(2) f(x). 9 (x) = E::':=a Lj+k=m(aj · bk)(x- ar 
(3) If g =/= 0 on C, 3 an h(x) on C such that, h(x) = ~ = E~o dj(x- a)i, 
/or some constants di. 
Proposition 3.6. Let 
00 
Lai(x- a)i 
j=O 
be a power series with open interval of convergence C. Let f(x) be the function 
defined by the series on the interval C. Then, the junction f is continuous and has 
continuous, real analytic derivatives of all orders at a. 
6Saff, E.B. and Snider, A.D.,Fundamentals of Complex Analysis with Applications to Engi-
neering, Science, and Mathematics, 1993, Prentice-Hall, New Jersey. 
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Using this proposition, it is easy to show that a real analytic function has a 
unique power series representation: 
Corollary 3. 7. If the function f is written• as a convergent power series on a given 
interval of positive radius centered at a, 
00 
f(x) = L ai(x- a)i, 
j=O 
then the coefficients of the power series can be obtained from the derivatives of the 
function by 
r(a) 
an=--,-. 
n. 
Proof. To obtain this result, simply differentiate both sides of the above equation 
n-times and evaluate at a. Differentiation is possible by the previous proposition. 
0 
We pause for a moment to point out that although real analytic functions are 
infinitely differentiable, the converse is not true. For example, the function 
f(x) = { e--fz, x =f. 0; 
0, x=O. 
is infinitely differentiable. It is somewhat technical to show that j(h)(O) exists for 
all h, but nevertheless it can be done. Moreover, 
j<h>(o) = 0 Vh ~ 0 
and so the power series of f about x = 0 is just zero. Thus, f does not equal its 
power series about x = 0 and so f is not real analytic - although it is infinitely 
differentiable. The real analytic functions are indeed a very special class of function. 
The term real analytic comes from the fact that if the power series of 
f(x) = Lan(x- a)n 
converges on (a - R, a + R), then the series 
f(z)= Lan(z-at, 
where z = x + zy is a complex variable converges and is an analytic function on 
the ball {z E C: lz- al < R}. Conversely iff is any convergent function, with a 
power series which converges on {z E C: lz- al < R} when a E JR, then f(x) is 
a real analytic function with power series converging on (a - R, a + R). We shall 
say more about this in later sections. 
We now talk about real analytic functions of several variables. In order to gener-
alize the power series to higher dimensions, we introduce the multi-index notation. 
Definition 3.8. A multi-index /-1, is an m-tuple (/-11, /-Lz, · · • , /-Lm) of non-negative 
integers. We write, 
A(m) = N x · · · x N, 
or alternatively, 
Definition 3.9. For 
J.L = (J.Lt,J.L2, · · · ,J.Lm) E A(m) 
and 
X= (x1,X2,··· ,xm) E lRm, 
we define the following operations, 
).L! = JLt!J.L2! • • • J.Lm!, 
IJLI = J.Lt + JL2 + · · · + J.Lm, 
And for, 
and 
we write, 
J.L'.5,V 
if J.Li 5, Vj for j = 1,2, ... ,m. 
Definition 3.10. The formal expression 
L a"'(x- a)"', 
/'EA(m) 
with a E JRn and a~' E lR for each J.L, is called a power series in m variables. 
Definition 3.11. The power series 
L a"'(x- a)~' 
pEA(m) 
15 
is said to converge at x if there is a function <P : z+ -+ A(m) which is one-to-one 
and onto such that the series 
00 
L:aq,(j)(x- a)cf>(i) 
j=O 
converges. 
16 
Definition 3.12. For a fixed power series I:IL a!L(x- a)~", we set 
This set is called the domain of convergence. 
Definition 3.13. We say that a function f : U c ~m -> ~ is called real analytic 
if for each a E U, the function f may be represented by a convergent power series 
in some neighborhood of a. 
In a similar fashion to Proposition 3.5, it is relatively simple to prove the follow-
ing: 
Proposition 3.14. Let U, V C ~m be open. Iff : U -> ~ and g : V -> ~ are real 
analytic, then f ± g, f · g are real analytic on U n V, and f / g is real analytic on 
unvn {x: g(x) # 0}. 
Lemma 3.15. Suppose that g: ( -a,a) ->~is a real analytic function and g(y) = 0 
on an open interval I~ (-a, a) then, g = 0. 
Proof. If g is real analytic on (-a,a), then we can write g(x) = I:~=0 anxn on 
(-a,a). Hence, we can say that g(z) := I:~=oanzn is analytic on {lzl <a}. The 
hypothesis states that the zeroes of g have an accumulation point on I and so, since 
the zeroes of an analytic function cannot have an accumulation point, g must be 
identically zero. D 
Real analytic functions of one variable have domains of convergence equal to. 
intervals. For several variable functions, the geometry of the domain of convergence 
is more complicated. 
Definition 3.16. We say a set G in linear space, is called convex if for any two 
points x, y E G, each point z = >.x + (1- >.)y, for 0 < >. < 1, also belongs to G. 
Example 3.17. A subset of ~2 in the shape of pentagon is convex, whereas a 
subset of ~3 in the shape of a donut is not. 
Definition 3.18. For a set G C ~m, we define log II G II as, 
log II G II= {(log lg1l, .. · , log lgml) : g = (g1, .. · ,gm) E SG}. 
The set G is said to be logarithmically convex if log II G II is a convex subset of of 
~m. 
Before proving the next theorem, let us establish some facts. 
Remark 3.19. For a fixed power series I:IL a~"(x- a)~", we denote by B, the set 
of points x E Rm where I:IL lal"llx- al~" is bounded. It is clear that if the power 
series converges at a point x, then x E B. Furthermore, using a result called 
Abel's Lemma 7, it is possible to show that Int(B) = C, where C, is the domain 
of convergence of the power series. This information allows us to say something 
about the shape of the domain of convergence of a power series. 
Theorem 3.20. For. a power series I:IL a~"x~", the domain of convergence C is 
logarithmically convex. 
7Krantz, S. G. and Parks, H. R., A primer of real analytic functions. Second edition. Birkhuser 
Advanced Texts: Basel Textbooks, Boston. 
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Proof. Fix two points y = (y~,··· ,Ym) E C, z = (z1,··· ,zm) E C and also let 
0 ~ >. ~ 1. Now, by the above remark, y E C means that y E Int(B). Hence, by 
the definition of an open set, for some f > ,0, (!Yd + f, · · · , !Yml +f) E B. But, by 
the above remark, this means that there exists some constant L, such that, 
iai'II(IYd + f, · · · , IYml + f)l ~ L. 
Simplifying and rewriting, this becomes, 
L 
a~' ~ ITm (I I ) .. j=1 Yi + f ~'1 
By the same process, we can replace f by a smaller positive number and L by a 
larger number if necessary. Hence, without changing notation, we also have 
L 
a~' ~ IT7=1 (izj I + f)~'i . 
Notice, that because we fixed y, z and >., we can choose f 1 > 0, such that the 
following two expressions hold for j = 1, · · · , m 
(IYil +f),\ 2: IYiiA + E1 
and 
(lzil + f)1-.\ 2: jzi11-.\ + f'. 
Then, we can choose CT > 0 so that for j = 1, · · · , m, 
(IYil,x + f')(lzil 1-.x + f') 2: 1Yil.xlxil 1-.\ + u, 
holds. Putting these facts together, we conclude that, 
A 1-.\ L Ia~' I= ia~'i Ia~' I ~ flm (I .
1
.x
1 
.
1
1 j=1 YJ XJ .X+ u)~'i · 
Thus, (jy1j-Xjz1j 1-A, · · ·, !Yml,xlzml1-.\) E Int(B) = C, or equivalently 
>.(log IY1!, · · · , IYmi) + (1- >.)(log(z1), · · · , log lzmi) E log IICI!. 
That is, the domain of convergence, C, is logarithmically convex. 
0 
Example 3.21. Show that a square in JR2 , S = {(x, y) : a < x < b, e < y < d} is 
logarithmically convex for some a, b > 0. 
We want to show that 
log II S II= {(u,v) = (logjxl,logjyl): (x,y) E S}, 
is convex. Knowing that a < x < b and e < y < d, we can write 
log Ia! < log !xi < log lbl 
and 
log lei <log jyj <log jdj. 
But this is just 
log Ia! < u < log jbj 
and 
log lei < v < log jdj. 
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These restrictions define a square bounded by log Ia/, log /b/, log /cl and log /dl in the 
u-v plane. But this means that log II S II is convex and hence S is logarithmically 
convex. 
Example 3.22. Show that the domain of convergence of the power series ~::'=0 (xy)n = 
1_!-xy, defined on jxyj < 1, is logarithmically convex. 
Notice that any point within this domain will satisfy the inequality jxyj < 1. 
Hence the domain of convergence for the above power series is 
S = {(x,y): jxyj < 1}. 
We want to show that 
log II S II= {(u,v) = (logJxj,logjyl): (x,y) E S}, 
is convex. Knowing that Jxyj < 1, we write 
log jxyj < log /1/, 
which is simply, 
log lxl +log Jyj < 0. 
Using the u-v notation we rewrite this as 
v < -u. 
This however, clearly implies that log II S II is convex (since the domain is simply 
the area under the v = -u curve, in the u-v plane). Hence, S is logarithmically 
convex. As a side note, it is important to remember however, that even though the 
area is logarithmically convex, it is by no means convex. 
With this new knowledge in tow, we now consider the factorization of multivari-
ate real analytic functions. 
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4. FACTORIZATION OF MULTIVARIATE REAL ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we return to examining rank one functions, with the added con-
straint of real analyticity. ' 
Consider first, a definition of rank one, real analytic functions. 
Definition 4.1. A real analytic function with domain of convergence C ~ JR2 , 
j(x1, x2) = L a~"x~", 
I" 
where x = (x1 , x2) E JR2 and J-t E A(2), is said to be rank one if and only if 
A clear question arises from this definition. Since f is real-analytic on its domain, 
is it necessarily true that g1 and 92 are real analytic on their respective domains as 
well? As it turns out, this conjecture is true. 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that, 
j(x1,x2) = La~"x~" 
I" 
where x = (x1 , x 2) E JR2 and J-t E A(2) has domain of convergence C and 
then, C = (-a1,a1) x (-~2 ,a2), and g1(xt), g2(x2) are real analytic on (-a1,a1) 
and ( -a2, a2) respectively. 
Proof. Expanding J, notice that 
00 
j(x1, x2) = L al"xf1 X~2 
11"1=0 
__. 
Now, choose a constant c, such that P = (xt, c) E C, c i 0 and g;(c) i 0, for 
i = {1, 2}. Notice that this last fact is guaranteed by Lemma 3.15. 
__. 
Next, substitute P into J, 
00 
~ a x~"lcJ"2 ~ I" 1 
11"1=0 
g;(xt)g2(c). 
Finally, remembering that g2(c) i 0, divide both sides of 
00 L a~"xf 1 c1"2 = g;(xt)92(c) 
11"1=0 
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by 92(c), to obtain: 
00 
9t(xt) = L d~'xi', 
\JJ\=0 
Proceed similarly for g2. Hence, g1 and g2 are real analytic and can be repre-
sented by power series. 
Since 91 and 92 can represented by an analytic power series on Xt and x2, the 
functions converge on.the interval (-a1,at) and (-a2,a2) respectively. Hence, 
f = 9t (xt)92(x2) converges on (-at, at) X ( -a2, a2). D 
Having shown this theorem true for rank one, real analytic polynomials, it is 
interesting to see whether it will also hold for rank two, three or even r. 
Before considering these cases let us first provide a detailed definition of rank r 
and let us derive two propositions that will be helpful in our proof. 
Definition 4.3. A real analytic function, with domain of convergence C E JR2, 
f(xt,x2) = La~'x~', 
I' 
where x = (xt, x2) E JR2 and p, E A(2), is said to be rank r if and only if 
r 
f(xt,X2) = Lfi(xt)g;(x2)· 
i=l 
Proposition 4.4. Suppose that, 
f(xt, x2 ) = L a~'x~' 
I' 
where x = ( Xt, x2) E JR2, has domain of convergence equal to C and is rank two, i.e. 
J(x1,x2) = ft(xt)gt(x2) + h(xt)g2(x2), 
then, for some non-zero constants c, d, the following hold: 
(1) 9t(x2) # cg2(x2) Vx2, 
(2) the matrix, 
( 
9t(c) g2(c) ) 
gt(d) g2(d) 
is invertible. 
Proof. (1) Proceed by contradiction. Assume that g1(x2) = cg2(x2), Vx2 and 
some constant c. Then, 
f(xbx2) ft(x1)cg2(x2) + h(xt)g2(x2 ) 
= (g2(x2))(cft(xt) + h(x2)). 
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Therefore j(x1,x2) is rank one. But we already know that j(x1,x2) is rank 
two. The contradiction is reached. 
Therefore, 91 is not a multiple of 92. 
(2) We will prove the second part using the above fact, that 91 is not a multiple 
of 92· Proceed by contradiction, 
Suppose 91 ( c )92 (d) - 91 ( d)92 (c) = 0, for all c and d. Choose d such that 
g2(d) =f. 0.8 • Therefore, we rewrite the first statement as 
91(c)92(d) = 91(d)92(c), 
Now, since 92 (d) =f. 0, divide both sides by 92 (d) to obtain 
91(d) 
91(c) = 
92
(d)92(c), 
for all constants c. But notice that in the above statement, ~ is just 
some constant, k. Therefore, 
91(c) = kg2(c), 
for all c. This is a contradiction since 91 is not a multiple of 92 . Therefore, 
91 ( c)92 (d) - 91 ( d)92( c) =f. 0, 
for some c and d. Also, 
91(c)92(d)- g1(d)92(c) = det I ;~i~~ ;~i~~ I· 
Therefore, 
and hence, 
is invertible. 
det I 91 (c) 92 (c) I =~- 0 
91(d) 92(d) 
0 
With this proposition in tow, we will now consider the rank two version of 
Theorem 4.2. 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose f is a real analytic, rank two function with domain of 
convergence C E IR2 , i.e, 
then, C = £ 1 n £ 2 where L; = (-a;, a;) x ( -b;, b;) and where j;(x) and 9;(y) are 
defined on (-a;,a;) and (-b;,b;) respectively. 
8To convince yourself of this fact consider the following argument. If 92 (d) = 0 for all d, then 
f(xt,X2) = fl(x)gt(x2) and f is rank one .. But we know f is rank two and so, 92(d) "I 0, for 
some d. 
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Proof. (Notice that we are effectively being asked to show that ]; and g; are real 
analytic on their corresponding domains) • 
Expanding j, we obtain: 
00 
j(x1, x2) = L a~-'xi 1 x~2 
11-'I=O 
First, we show that h and h are real analytic. Then, by the same process it 
can be shown that 91 and 92 are real analytic. 
-+ -+ 
Choose non-zero constants c and d, such that P1 = (x1,c) E C, Pz = (xt,d) E C 
and such that the constants c and d satisfy Lemma 3.15. 
-+ 
Next, substitute P1 into f and call the resultant function h1(x1), 
00 
""" a x~' 1 c~-'2 ~ 1-' 1 
11-'1=0 
h1 (x1) 
-+ 
and P2 into f and call that function h2 (x1), 
00 
f(xt,d) = L al-'xi 1 d~-'2 
11-'1=0 
= h2(x1). 
Notice that ht(Xt) and h2(x1) are real analytic. The following system of equa-
tions for ht(x1) and hz(xl) holds, 
h1 (xi) = j(x1, c) 
h(x!)91(c) + h(x!)92(c) 
hz(xl) f(x 1,d) 
h(xt)9t(d) + h(xt)92(d). 
So, rewriting this in matrix notation, we obtain, 
( 
h1(x1) ) _ ( 91(c) 92(c) ·) ( ft(xt) ) 
hz(x!) - 91(d) 92(d) h(xt) 
But, by second part of the previous proposition, we know that ( ;~~~~ ;~~~~ ) 
is invertible. 
---------·---·---------~.~ 
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So, letting 
( ~ ~ ) = ( ;~~~~ ;~~~~ ) -1 
where A,~' C and Dare constants, we see that, 
( ~ ~ ) ( ~~~~~~ ) 
( 
Ah1(x1) + Bh2(x1) ) 
Ch1(x1) + Dh2(x1) · 
Hence, we can read off the values of fl and f2. Therefore, f1(xl) = Ah1(xt) + 
Bh2(x1) and h(x1) = Ch1(x1)+Dh2(x1). Since hand hare linear combinations 
of real analytic functions (recall that h1 and h2 are real analytic), we know that h 
and h must be real analytic themselves. 
Similarly, 91 and 92 must be real analytic. 
Since each /; and g; can represented by an analytic power series on the x; 's, the 
/;'s converge on (-a;, a;) and the g;'s converge on ( -b;, b;). So, the product f;g;, 
converges on L; = (-a;,a;) x (-b;,b;) and so fl(x1)91(x2)+ !2(x1)92(x2) converges 
on £ 1 n £2. Hence, C = £ 1 n £2. D. 
In fact, it is possible to prove the above theorem for real analytic polynomials of 
rank r in the same manner as above (except for tedious labelling). 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose f is a real analytic, rank r function with domain of con-
vergence C E JR2 , 
then, C = £ 1 n ... n Lr, where L; = (-a;, a;) x (-b;, b;) and /;(x) and g;(y) are 
defined on (-a;, a;) and ( -b;, b;) respectively. 
Remark 4.7. Notice that the above theorem tells us that iff is real analytic and 
of finite rank, then the domain of convergence of f, is a box. 
Remark 4.8. Notice also, that the above theorem says that if a rank r function is 
real analytic, each component/; and g;, will also be real analytic. 
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5. FACTORIZATION OF COMPLEX VALUED REAL ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
' 
A very natural question to ask after seeing the theorems in the previous section, 
is whether their converses hold. In order to answer this question we must consider 
extending our factorization to complex valued functions that are analytic. We 
begin with some introductory definitions and theorems for complex functions of 
one variable. 
Theorem 5.1. Iff : G C e -> e is C 1, then f is analytic on G if 
Bf=O, 
- 1( where, of= 2 Ox +tOy)/. 
Theorem 5.2. The function f is analytic on G C e, if and only if, at each point 
aE G, 
00 
f(z) = L bn(z- at, 
n=D 
for z in an open neighborhood of a for some bn. 
In other words, the above theorem says that the function f is analytic if and 
only if, f can be written locally as a convergent power series. 
Theorem 5.3. For an analytic function, the coefficients bn can be computed as, 
r(a) 
an= ---;;:r-
Notice that an important relation does exist between analytic and real analytic 
functions. In fact, real analytic functions are nothing more than analytic functions 
restricted to the real number line. 
Let us now consider analytic functions of higher dimensions. 
Definition 5.4. We define Bzi, for Zj = Xj + tyj, as 
- 1 
Ozj = 2(0Xj +tOyj)> 
for all j EN+. 
Theorem 5.5. The C' function f: G c em -> e is analytic on G if 
·BzJ =0, 
for all j. 
Theorem 5.6. We say that a complex function f : G c em --" e is analytic if 
and only if, for all a= (a1 , · · · , am) E G, z E em and fL E A(m), 
j(z1, · · · , Zm) = L bp(z- a )I' 
I' 
Theorem 5.7. A real analytic function f: C ~ lRn -> lR is an analytic function 
f : C' ~ en -'> e with all the variables (zl' ... 'Zn) restricted to the reals. 
It is exactly this fact that justifies introducing complex variables. We will now 
consider an example that will help us shed some light on why the converse of 
Theorem 4.2 (and by generalization Theorem 4.6) does not hold. 
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Example 5.8. Find the domain of conver~ence of f(x) = e 1+~ 2 , where f(x) = 
"'oo n L.m=Oanz . 
Using regular methods of determining the radii of convergence, this problem 
1 
would pose a challenge. However, if we simply notice that f ( x) = e 1+x2 , is the 
1 
restriction to the real numbers of f ( z) = e 1+•2 , the problem becomes astonishingly 
1 
easy. We recall that j(z) = el+?', is undefined at z = z and z = -z. As such, the 
domain of convergence for f(z) is lzl < 1. Remembering that z = x+ty and letting 
y = 0, we automatically obtain the domain of convergence for f(x), to be lxl < 1. 
Having this result, we turn back to Theorem 4.2. We know from Theorem 4.2, 
that a real analytic finite rank function !( x1 , x2 ) = L!L a~"x", converges on a box 
in IR2 • The question thus naturally arises, whether the opposite it true. That is, it 
remains to be shown that a real analytic function whose domain of convergence is 
a box, is of finite rank. Unfortunately as we shall show, this is not the case. 
Example 5.9. Let f(x,y) = exp( H~x2 H~y2 ). 
First, let us make sure that this is a real analytic function. To do this we need 
to show that the function f(x, y) = exp( l.:x2 l.;y2 ), is simply a restriction of the 
complex function f(z, w) = exp( l.:z2 1+1w2 ), where z = x+zt and w = y+ts, to the 
real plane. But, by the same reasoning as in the above example, j(z, w) is analytic 
on D x D = {(z,w) E IC X IC: lzl < 1,lwl < 1}. Hence restricting f(z,w) onto 
the real plane by setting t = 0 and s = 0, means that f(x, y) is real analytic on 
B = {(x, y) E IR x R: lxl < 1, IYI < 1}. Notice also that B, is simply a box in two 
dimensions. 
Finally, we need to show that f is not of finite rank. This procedure is done 
by demonstration, rather than by strict mathematical proof - although a proof 
certainly seems to be achievable. We use Mathematica to calculate the power series 
of f to order 10, calling it j and noting that f has degree 10. Next, we place 
the coefficients of the resulting polynomial in a 11 x 11 coefficient matrix. We see 
that this matrix is made up of alternating zero and non-zero columns. In line with 
Theorem 2.11, we row reduce this matrix in order to find the rank. The results are 
encouraging. We see that the rank of this matrix is as high as it could be, judging 
from the number of non-zero columns. This matrix (and hence ]) is of rank 6. We 
repeat this operation with power series of 15, 20, 25 and 30. Each time, we see that 
the rank of the resultant coefficient matrix (and hence of j is 
rank(])= (deg(/))mod(2) + 1, 
where deg(/) is the degree of the given series expansion. It seems that this equation 
will be true for higher orders of f. If the equation is indeed true, the following holds, 
li!ll rank(/) = oo. 
deg(J)->oo 
However, note that as deg(i)-+ oo, the approximation j:::::! J, becomes exact. That 
is, as deg(j) -+ oo, j ~ J, and so the rank off becomes infinite. 
Hence f(x, y) is a function that converges on a box and is not of finite rank, dis-
proving the converse of Theorem 4.2 
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6. FACTORIZATION OF POLYNOMIALS IN THREE DIMENSIONS 
The following section examines the factorization of polynomials in three un-
knowns. 
Before any new theorems can be proven, consider the following definitions. 
Definition 6.1. We say a polynomial p(xl! x 2 , x3) is of rank one iff p(x1, x2, x 3) = 
Pl(xl)P2(x2)P3(x3), where Pl,P2,P3 are polynomials. 
This· is analogous to the two dimensional definition. 
Definition 6.2. A Mnxnxn grid is an x n X n three dimensional matrix, where 
an entry is written as A;,j,k, for 1 ~ i,j, k ~ n. 
Definition 6.3. The ith face or slice of M, the grid defined by A;,j,k for 1 ~ 
i,j, k ~ n, is the matrix Fj,k, defined by Fj,k := A;,j,k . 
Definition 6.4. The jth layer of M, the grid defined by A;,j,k for 1 ~ i,j, k ~ n, 
is the matrix L;,k, defined by L;,k := A;,j,k . 
Let us attempt to visualize this concept in the following example. 
Example 6.5. Consider a 2 x 2 x 2 grid M, defined by the following: 
A1,1,1 = 1, A1,1,2 = 2, A1,2,1 = 2, A1,2,2 = 4, A2,1,1 = 3, A2,1,2 =-6, A2,2,1 = 6, A2,2,2 = 12 
The first face (or slice) of this grid is the matrix ( ~ ~ ) and the second face 
is, ( ~ 
1
6
2 
) . Furthermore, notice that the first layer of this grid is the matrix 
( ~ ~ ) and the second layer is, ( ~ ~ ) . Drawing this grid, can also be 
helpful. 
Notice that it is possible to represent a three dimensional polynomial by a grid 
in a similar manner to the way the coefficients of the two-dimensional polynomial 
were written into a matrix. 
Definition 6.6. The degree of a polynomial, p(xl! x2, x3) = ao,o+ ... +am,nX~x~x!f 
is the highest power of x1, x 2 or x 3 with non-zero coefficients. 
Definition 6. 7. For a polynomial 
D:5i,j,k:S;n 
of degree n, we define the coefficient grid, C(p) to be the (n+ 1) x (n+ 1) x (n+ 1) 
grid whose i,j, kth entry is a;,j,k· The ith face of this grid is, 
C;(p) := ) 
a· 1,n,n 
Definition 6.8. A 3 x 3 x 3 coefficient grid, M, is said to be rank one iff the 
corresponding polynomial is rank one. 
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In two dimensions it was easy to show that a rank one coefficient matrix meant 
that the corresponding polynomial was ra~k one. In three dimensions, this is 
slightly more challenging. After all, we knew how to compute the rank of a matrix. 
How is it possible to find the rank of a grid? The following theorem answers these 
questions. 
Theorem 6.9. For a grid G E M3x3x3, the following are equivalent 
(1) G is rank one. 
(2) The polynomial p(x1, x2, x3) that corresponds to grid G is of rank one. 
(3) If F1, F2 and F3 are the faces of the grid, then Rank[( F1 I F2 I F3 )] = 
1 and Rank[( F1 I F2 I F3 )T] = 1. 
( 4) Every face and every layer of G is rank one. 
As a direct consequence of the definition, the first two statements are equivalent. 
It is also very easy to show that the last two statements are equivalent. Hence, 
all that remains to be proven, is the equivalency between the second and the third 
statements. 
Proof. (=?):We assume that the polynomial p(x1,x2,x3) is rank one. Hence, 
p(x1,x2,X3) = 2:: i . k d;,j,kX 1 ~x3 
09,j,k:=;n 
= Pl (xl)P2(x2)P3(X3) 
n n n 
= (L a;xl)(L bj~)(L Cj~) 
i=O j=O k=O 
= 2:: i . k a;bjckx1~x3 
o:o;i,j,k:Oon 
For notational clarity, we assume that n = 2. Now, setting coefficients equivalent 
and writing down the ith face of the 3 x 3 x 3 coefficient grid, we obtain 
F; = 
( d,,,,, d;,o,l d;,,,, ) 
di,l,O di,l,l d;,1,2 
di,2,0 di,2,1 d;,2,2 ( .,,,,.. a;boc1 a;boc2 ) a;b1Co a;b1c1 a;b1c2 
a;b2Co a;b2c1 a;b2c2 
= 
for 0 SiS 2. 
Clearly F; is of rank one. Notice now, that 
aoboeo 
aob1Co 
(·~31) ~~~ 
r· a2boeo 
a2b1Co 
a2b2Co 
aoboc1 
aob1c1 
aob2c1 
a1boc1 
a1b1c1 
a1b2c1 
a2boc1 
a2b1c1 
a2b2c1 
aoboc2 
a0b1c2 
aob2c2 
a1boc2 
a1b1 c2 
a1b2c2 
a2boc2 
a2b1c2 
a2b2c2 
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So, it is clear that Rank[( H I F2 I F~ )T] = 1. 
Also notice that, 
( F1 I F2 I F3 ) = 
( aoboeo aoboc1 aoboc2 a1boeo a1boc1 a1boc2 
aob1eo a0b1c1 aob1c2 alb! Co a1b1c1 a1b1c2 
aob2eo aob2c1 aob2c2 a1b2eo a1b2c1 a1b2c2 
It is clear that Rank[( F1 I F2 I F3 )] = 1. 
a2boco a2boc1 
"''""' ) a2b1co a2b1c1 a2b1c2 
a2b2co a2b2c1 a2b2c2 
(=?):AssumethatRank[( F1 I F2 I Fs )]=landRank[( F1 I F2 I Fs fJ= 
1. 
Since Rank[( F1 I F2 I F3 )T] = 1, there exist constants a;,l,m for 0 ::=; 
i ::=; 8 such that the following equality must hold, 
But we also know, that Rank[( H I F2 I F3 )] = 1. Hence, it must be true 
that for some constants n and h, where n ~ h ~ 0, the following equalities hold 
and, 
a6 = hao 
a7 = ha1 
as= ha2 
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So, rewrite the faces F1, F2 and F3 of the coefficient grid taking these equalities 
into account. ' 
(~ lao "'~) Ft= a1 la1 mat 
a2 la2 ma2 
( nao lnao mnao ) F2 = nat lna1 mnat na2 lna2 mna2 
F,~ ( hao lhao mhao ) ha1 lha1 mha1 ha2 lha2 mha2 
Now, rewriting the grid into its polynomial representation, we get:. 
p(x1,x2,xa) = 
ao+naoXt +haoxi+atx2+natxtx2+hatxix2+a2x~+na2xtx~+ha2xix~+laoxa+ 
lnaoXtX3 +hlaoXIX3 +la1X2X3 +lnatXtX2X3 + hla1XIX2X3 +la2X~X3 +lna2XtX~X3 + 
hla2xrx~x3+maox5++mnaoxtx5+hmaoxix5+ma1x2x5+mnatx1x2x~+hma1xix2x~+ 
ma2x~x~ + mna2xtx~x~ + hmna2xix~x5 
= (1 + nx1 + hxi)(l + ~x2 + ~x~)(ao + laox3 + maox~) 
Therefore, the polynomial is of rank one. 
Let us now consider polynomials of dimension three that are not of rank one. 
We define a polynomial of higher rank in three dimensions, in a similar manner to 
the two dimensional case. 
Definition 6.10. We say that a polynomial pis of rank r if and only if there exits 
an r such that, 
r 
p(xt, x2, x3) = L f;(xt)g;(x2)h;(x3) 
i=l 
and if r is the smallest integer to satisfy this condition. 
Notice also, that this definition of rank, extends and complements the earlier 
definitions of rank one and rank r polynomials. 
We had to leave the following as an open question. When n = 2, a polynomial 
is of rank r if and only if C(p) is of rank r. How can this be generalized to grids? 
Finally, it is quite possible and not at all conceptually difficult to extend the 
above theory for higher dimensions. Notice however, that although the above dis-
cussion forms a very neat and convenient theory of grids, it is not at all efficient 
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from the computational point of view. Programs, that attempt to factorize polyno-
mials in the above manner are large, unwieldily and slow. As such, we must develop 
a quicker and slicker method for factorizing multi-dimensional polynomials. 
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7. ALGORITHM AND EXAMPLES IN TWO AND N DIMENSIONS 
As we already mentioned, the theory of grids described in the previous section 
is difficult and unwieldily in its implementation as a computer algorithm. In this 
section we will describe an alternative algorithm. We shall first describe computa-
tional method for polynomials of two dimensions and later we will generalize this 
to n dimensions, by a surprisingly simple extension. 
The two dimensional algorithm is based completely on Theorem 2.11 and Ex-
ample 2.12. Let p(x1,x2), be an 2 dimensidnal, rank one polynomial, of degree d, 
represented by the coefficient matric C(p). Since, p(x1,x2 ) is rank one, we know 
that C(p) is rank one and so we can factor it as 
p(x1,xz) = Pl(xl)pz(xz). 
We factorize by the following algorithm: 
(1) 
(2) 
Create coefficient matrix C (p). 
Column reduce this matrix and save the leading (non-zero) column as the 
-+ 
vector f3 . (These will be the coefficients of p1 ( x1)). 
(3) Save the top row of C(p) in a vector, "7. These will be the coefficients of 
the P2(xz)). 
Example 2.12 follows this algorithm exactly. 
In three and more dimensions, we simply use the above algorithm recursively, 
holding the other variables constant. Let us first consider an example before looking 
at the algorithm itself. 
Example 7.1. Let p be the following rank polynomial 
p(x1,xz,x3) = 1 + 3xl + 2xz + 6x1 Xz + 2x3 + 6x1 X3 + 4xz X3 + 12x1 xz X3. 
We wish to factorize this polynomial as, 
p(x1, xz, x3) = Pl (xl)Pz(xz)P3(x3)· 
First, we want to express this polynomial in matrix form. However, we do not wish 
to use the complicated grid system. As such, let us simply assume for the moment 
that this polynomial is a function in two variables, x 1 and xz and that the third 
variable, x 3 is simply a constant. With this in mind, we write down the coefficient 
matrix to be: 
( 
1 + 2 X3 2 + 4 X3 ) 
'3+6x3 6+12x3 · 
So, the (1, 1) entry represents the 'constant' term, (1, 2) entry represents the xz 
term, the (2, 1) entry represents the x 1 term and finally the (2, 2) entry represents 
the x 1x 2 term. Let us now use the above algorithm. We column reduce the above 
matrix and obtain 
Hence, our beta vector is, 
-+ {3 = {1,3}. 
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Next, we read off the top row of the initial coefficient matrix to obtain the gamma 
vector, 
1 = {1 + 2x3, 2 + 4x3}· 
This information tells us that 
from the beta vector, and 
q(x2, x3) = 1 + 2x3 + (2 + 4x3)x2 
from the gamma vector. Notice that we ha~e managed to reduce the problem, and 
that we can now write p(x1,x2,x3) as, 
p(x1,x2,x3) = P1(x1)q(x2,x3) 
(1 + 3x1)(1 + 2x2 + 2x3 + 4x2x3)· 
Now, to find the full factorization of p, we only have to factorize q- a function of 
two variables. But we already know how to do this. We once again use the above 
algorithm to obtain, 
q(x1,x2) = (1+2x2) (1+2x3)· 
Putting these two facts together, gives us the fina,l factorization for p, 
p(x1,x2,x3) = (1 +3xl) (1 + 2x2) (1 +2x3). 
Hence, in general, the algorithm for n ?: 3 dimensional factorization of polyno-
mial p(x1, ... Xn) is as follows, 
(1) Create coefficient matrix C(p) in terms of x1 and x2, holding the terms 
x3, ... , Xn constant. 
(2) Column reduce this matrix and save the leading (non-zero) column as the 
--+ 
vector {3 . (These will be the coefficients of Pl ( x1)). 
(3) Save the top row of C(p) in a vector,-;;:;. This will be the coefficients of the 
new polynomial q1(x2, ... , Xn)). 
(4) Repeat steps 1 through 3 using qi as the new polynomial each time. 
The above directions describe exactly the algorithm used in the construction of the 
Mathematica program FactNDim, that was created as part of this paper. 
Recall that we mentioned creating an algorithm using the theory developed in the 
previous section. Although this is a far more complicated and involved algorithm 
we include it, for completeness sake. 
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8. ALTERNATIVE ALGORITHM AND EXAMPLES THREE DIMENSIONS 
The following section examines the Mathematica algorithm: that strictly follows 
from the grid theory proposed in one of the previous sections. This is in no way 
an efficient or optimal algorithm. It is presented to contrast with the previous 
algorithm and to demonstrate the way the theory could be used. For an efficient 
implementation refer to the previous section. 
Let p(xt,x2,x3), be an 3 dimensional, rank one polynomial, of degree d, repre-
sented by the coefficient grid G ={At,··· , Ad}. Since, p(xb x2,x3) is of rank one, 
we can can factor it as p(xt, x2, x3) = Pt (xt')P2(x2)P3(x3). The following algorithm 
describes the method used to find the coefficients of each of the polynomials p;(x;). 
(1) Create an array of length two, call this the" answer matrix array" or AM A. 
(2) In the first entry of AMA, create an array or length d, called AM At 
(3) Enter the first non-zero element of each A; into AM At,i. If, an entire face 
A; is zero, enter zero into AMAt,i· 
(4) Find the index, j, of the first non-zero entry of the AM At array. 
(5) Enter the matrix Ai into the second entry of AMA called AMA2. 
(6) Create an array called answer of length three. The ith entry of that array, 
will contain another array that will store the coefficients of x;. 
(7) Column reduce AM At and enter the leading column into answert. These 
are the coefficients for Xt· 
(8) Column reduce AMA2 and enter the leading column into answer2. These 
are the coefficients for x2. 
(9) Enter the first non-zero row of AM A2 into answer3. These are the coeffi-
cients for x3. 
(10) The answer array contains the desired coefficients. 
We will see later that this algorithm generalizes to n dimensions. An AM A 
array will still be found. We will then column and row reduce each of the entries 
of AM A (except the last one - we will only column reduce that one), and enter 
the leading columns and rows of the reduced matrices into an answer array. There 
are however, some technical details that need to be explained about the creation of 
the AM A matrix in n-dimensions, so we will hold off with the explanation till later. 
The simplest way to understand the workings of the mathematica methods and 
the above algorithm, is to examine some examples. As such, a simple example of 
the powerful algorithm that is used to solve the factorization problem is given. The 
example is then used as a tool for explaining individual methods. 
Example 8.1. Notice that for polynomial, p(xt,x2,x3), 
p(Xt, x2, x3) = 1 + 3 Xt + 2 X2 + 6 Xt X2 + 2 X3 + 6 Xt X3 + 4 X2 X3 + 12 Xt X2 X3 
Pt (xt)p2(x2)P3(x3) 
= (1+3xt)(1+2x2)(1+2x3)· 
First recognize that this polynomial can be represented by a 2 x 2 grid G = 
{At, Aa2}, with faces At = ( ; ~ ) and A2 = ( : 162 ) . 
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Notice that this coefficient grid is of rank one9 and hence the polynomial it repre-
sents can be factored. 
Now, create a matrix (in this case an array) that contains the first non-zero 
entries of the two faces in the gird, A1 and A2 • This array is simply ( ; ) . Next, 
in accordance with the algorithm, find the location of first non-zero entry in this 
resultant array. In this case, the first non-zero entry is 1 and it is in the first slot 
of the ( ; ) array. So, according to the algorithm, single out the first face of 
the grid, ( ; ~ ) . We have now found the two matrices that will determine the 
coefficients of the factored polynomials. 
Create an "answer matrix array" (AMA), that will contain both these matrices. 
Hence, 
AMA= ( 
( 1) ) u·n 
We will now column and row reduce each entry in the AMA matrix. Column 
reduce the first entry of AMA. Notice, that we get the same array, ( ; ) . This is 
the coefficient matrix of p1(xl)· Hence, we can say that p1(x1) = (1 + 3xl). Now, 
row reduce the first entry of AMA. Notice, that we get the array, ( ~ ) . But this 
simply represents the polynomial p = 1. So we ignore its effect on the factorization. 
Continue similarly with the second matrix. 
Column reduce the second entry of AMA. Notice, that we get the matrix, 
( ~ ~ ) . This is the coefficient matrix of p2(x2). Hence, we can say that 
P2(x2) = (1 + 2x2). 
Notice, that according to the algorithm, because we have reached the last entry 
of AMA, we do not row-reduce the matrix, but take the first row directly, as the 
coefficients of pa(xa). As such, Pa(xa) = (1 + 2xa). 
To represent our answers neatly, we create an answer array. The ith entry of 
that array, will contain another array that will store the coefficients of x;. So, 
answer= 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
We have successfully factored the polynomial. p(x1,x2,xa). 
9Each slice and each layer of the grid is rank one. 
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